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Conditioned branching random walk and related problems

Xinxin CHEN ���llllll Beijing Normal University

Abstract:We consider a supercritical branching random walk on the real line in the so called κ−case where the

whole system a.s. goes to +∞ eventually, and the additive martingale converges a.s. and in mean to some non-

degenerate random variable W∞ under suitable moment condition. We study the asymptotical behaviors of the

branching random walk conditioned on large W∞. We will also discuss several related problems on martingale limits

and conditioned laws.

Large deviation for maximum of two speed branching Brownian motion

Zengcai CHEN ���OOOççç£££ÆÆÆnnn§§§������: ÛÛÛ���¤¤¤ Beijing Normal University

Abstract: For variable speed branching Brownian motion, it has been shown in Bovier and Hartung (2014, 2015)

that the maximum position Mt of all particles alive at time t, suitably centred by a deterministic function mt,

converge weakly. In this talk, we are interested in the decay rate of the following upper large deviation probability,

as t→∞,

P(Mt ≥ αmt), α > 1.

For simplicity, we only consider the case that the speed is σ1 for s ≤ bt and σ2 for bt < s ≤ t. For σ1 < σ2, the

decay rate function is the same to regular branching Brownian motion. For σ1 > σ2, the decay rate function exhibits

a phase transition depending on a certain relation between α and σ2. This is a joint work with Xinxin Chen, Lisa

Hartung and Hui He.

Quasi-stationary distributions for subcritical branching Markov chains

Dan YAO ���ûûû£££ÆÆÆnnn§§§������: ööö©©©²²²¤¤¤ Beijing Normal University

Abstract: We consider a subcritical branching Markov chain. Let Zn be the counting measure of particles of

generation n. Under some conditions, we use the moment problem to prove the Yaglom limit of (Zn) exists, this

approach relies on the many-to-few formula. We also give explicit integral representations of all quasi-stationary

distributions of (Zn), whose proof is probabilistic and doesn’t rely on Martin boundary theory. This is a joint work

with Wenming Hong.

Remaining-lifetime age-structured branching processes

Ziling CHENG §§§fff(((£££ÆÆÆnnn§§§������: oooOOOqqq¤¤¤ Beijing Normal University

Abstract: We study age-structured branching models with reproduction law depending on the remaining lifetime of

the parent. The lifespan of an individual is decided at its birth and its remaining lifetime decreases at the unit speed.

The models without or with immigration are constructed as measure-valued processes by pathwise unique solutions

of stochastic equations driven by time-space Poisson random measures. In the subcritical branching case, we give a
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sufficient condition for the ergodicity of the process with immigration. Two large number laws and a central limit

theorem of the occupation times are proved.

Stability and Mean Growth of Stochastic Solow Growth Models with
Jump

Zhongwei LIAO ®®®%%% Beijing Normal University at Zhuhai

Abstract: This work focuses on stochastic Solow growth models with uncertainties from technology and environ-

mental variation. The uncertainty of technological progress is driven by LWvy processes, which include continuous

perturbation and jump growth, while the uncertainty of environmental variability is characterized by Markov chains.

First, in fixed environment, we introduce the criterion of stochastic stability and explicitly compute the mean growth

rates of capital, total output and capital-labor ratio. Next, taking environmental variation into account, we describe

the recurrence of the regime-switching process, and then give the rate of convergence of the system to its stationary

distribution and the asymptotic boundedness of pth moment. Finally, a computable example is proposed, which is

an economic system with negative and positive environments, to illustrate the effectiveness of our results. This work

reveals the impact of various random effects on the main economic quantities and provides insight on stability and

mean growth rates of stochastic Solow growth models with uncertainties from technology and environment.

2023ccÝo(�w

Yinzhe WANG ���LLL)))Beijing Normal University

Abstract: �é2023c���ó�Ú¤J?1{�®�.

The existence of quasi-stationary distribution for Markov chains

Qian DU ÚÚÚÊÊÊ£££ÆÆÆnnn§§§������: fff[[[uuu¤¤¤ Beijing Normal University

Abstract: For the discrete-time Markov chain or jump process, there exists the unique R-invariant measure up to

constant multiples when the chain is R-recurrent or the process is λ-recurrent. We give the moment condition for this

R-invariant measure to be a quasi-stationary distribution, while the moment condition is also given for R-positive

recurrence. When the states absorbed in one step are finite, the R-recurrence is equivalent to the existence of quasi-

stationary distribution. Sufficient condition is also provided for quasi-stationary distribution when the exit states are

infinite. For λ-recurrent jump process, we construct its λ-invariant measure through the equivalence of λ-recurrence

between jump process and its “λ-embedded..chain. And we represent the λ-invariant measure to get the analogy

results as in discrete-time Markov chains.

On the association of the Airy one process

Fei PU ÆÆÆ��� Beijing Normal University
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Abstract: We first show that the Airy one process is associated using the association of stochastic heat equationa and

convergence of of KPZ equation to KPZ fixed point. Then we apply Newman’s inequality to establish the ergodicity

and CLT for the Airy one process. Moverover, combined with the asymptotic behavior of the tail probability of the

maximum of the Airy one process, we obtain a precise asymptotic for the maximum.

Limiting behaviors of supercritical Galton-Watson processes ))from
finitely many types to countably many types

Jiangrui TAN    ôôôHHH£££ÆÆÆnnn§§§������: ÜÜÜrrr) Beijing Normal University

Abstract: Large deviation rates and harmonic moments of single-type Galton-Watson processes, have attracted

many attentions in the last 20 years. One of the most interesting phenomena is that there exists a phase transition

associated with Schr?der constant in both the decay rates of large deviation probabilities and harmonic moments.

In this talk, we show that the phase transition phenomenon remains valid in a multi-type setting. However, when

extending to countably many types, many tools and strategies are not applicable. As an entry point, we investigate

a special infinite-type GW process, in which individuals are allowed to produce more than one time. Some results

and struggles are given as well.

�^/betaXn

Yutao MA êêê���ëëë Beijing Normal University

Abstract: dg�w¥§·�ònã�^/betaXn�4�½n§�)betaXn�m��p%C!²�ÿÝ�� 

�!4��� ��Dk¯���5æ��"

On some classical problems about upward uniformly finite range
Markov jump processes

Yi ZHAO ëëë���£££ÆÆÆnnn§§§������: ÜÜÜ{{{���¤¤¤ Beijing Normal University

Abstract: For upward uniformly finite range Markov jump processes, also called m-birth processes, we mainly con-

sider their recurrence and uniqueness, moments and the distribution of the first hitting time, where the approximation

technique and minimal nonnegative solution theory play a crucial role.

Markov ó�å�uÐ9ÙA^

Yong-Hua MAOfff[[[uuu Beijing Normal University

Abstract: £�¿ÎnMarkov óg�)�uÐ�¤Ù�{§§�)Markov ó�2�A^§±9�#uÐ. ��J

ÑeZ-P�J.¯KÚA�#¯K. (±Y�#¥¤
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